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Esmeyer: High Praise from Customers for the New Shop Search Function

Esemeyer has operated successfully as a specialist dealer 

of items for the catering and hospitality industry since 1980. 

The product range has grown continually in that time and 

now includes over 100,000 items. Esmeyer provides its B2B 

customers with products including cutlery, crockery, glassware, 

vacuum jugs, trays and kitchenware. 

Initial Situation

The default search module the shop system was no longer able 

to cope with Esmeyer‘s extensive product range; it was not 

powerful enough and lacked the additional functions to make 

searches easier for Esmeyer customers. As a result, Esmeyer 

decided to look for an external search solution for its German 

online shop, which was at that time dealing with around 35,000 

search queries every month.

Requirements

Esmeyer expected the new search solution to offer speed and 

comprehensive functions, together with backend setting that 

would help to improve user-friendliness. The focus was on 

implementing a preview feature that added product images 

to the search suggestions and additionally grouped them into 

„Categories“, „Brands“ and „Products“. Norbert Geinitz from 

Esmeyer explains its importance, „the majority of our customers 

enter via the search fi eld.“ The intention on top was to adopt the 

existing corporate design and the thesaurus terms that had been 

previously developed.

To ensure rapid order handling, the following items were also on 

wish list:

• Searching by article/EAN numbers

• Filtering products that are available for immediate delivery

• Ordering directly from the search result pages
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Testing & Integration

Using the Esmeyer product catalog as a starting point, epoq 

worked with Esmeyer to develop a demo version that implemented 

all Esmeyer‘s individual expectations and wishes. The result was 

an illustrative testing environment that almost looked like the 

Esmeyer shop. epoq prevailed in direct competition with two other 

search solution providers thanks to the fast search speed and the 

tailored demo. epoq also delivered the scope of features that had 

been on Esmeyer‘s wish list right from the start. The preparatory 

work that had already been done by epoq reduced the integration 

time into the Esmeyer shop and took just a few days.

Increased Speed

Esmeyer is extremely satisfi ed with the new search solution. 

Compared with its predecessor, the speed of the epoq search 

function is „an immense improvement and convinced us 

immediately,“ says Geinitz. Thanks to epoq, search results can 

now be displayed fi ve times more quickly than before. Even with 

an extensive product catalog, as it is the case with Esmeyer, epoq 

technology delivers excellent search response times.

Preview Feature

Norbert Geinitz explains: „We have also received high praise for our 

new search function in telephone contact with our customers. The 

new product preview offers real added value to our customers.“ 

The integrated product images simplify searches for customers 

enormously. They can see results before the search, they hit 

the search button and are able to adjust their search or select a 

product right away. Dividing search suggestions into „Categories“, 

„Brands“ and „Products“ also ensures they are presented very 

clearly. The recommendations and groupings are adapted to suit 

the individual search scenario. 

epoq internet services GmbH leads the market as a manufacturer of software as a  
service for intelligent personalization in digital commerce. As data science experts, 
epoq off ers self-learning services that ensure maximum relevance for customers 
and help shop operators to achieve an improved conversion rate. epoq‘s customers 
include Marc O‘Polo, Planet Sports, Ex Libris and notebooksbilliger.de.

ABOUT EPOQ
Esmeyer was founded in 1949 and has operated successfully as a specialist dealer 
of items for the catering and hospitality industry since 1980. The key areas of 
the extensive product range are cutlery, crockery, glassware, vacuum jugs, trays 
and kitchenware. Esmeyer catering equipment off ers everything needed to fi t out 
canteens, offi  ce kitchens and conference rooms, as well as all communal catering 
equipment. 

ABOUT ESMEYER

„We have also received high praise for our new search 
function in telephone contact with our customers. The 

new function with product preview off ers real added value to our cus-
tomers.“, says Geinitz.

The online retailer is also full of praise for the collaboration with the 
epoq team: „We are delighted that our wishes have been implemented 
and that epoq was always able to resolve little problems quick and 
easy.“

Norbert Geinitz | Esmeyer E-Commerce & Marketing

Outlook

In order to further increase the level of usability for its 

customers, Esmeyer plans to introduce individualized product 

recommendations using the epoq Recommendation Service. This 

will optimize the on-site search at the same time, because the 

additional tracking of the click and purchase behavior of Esmeyer 

customers ensures that search result rankings are improved.


